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The immediate problem of this study is the development

of various memory types during the school years, and the re-

lation of the particular memory types to the retentiyeness of

material appealing to the various t?/pes of mind.

In this tnere are three distinct elements. First:

Is there any one of the principal memory types, the auditory,

the motor or the visual, that is particularly strong at a

given stage of child's development; i. e., can a given period

of a child's development be Characterized by the dominance

of a given memory type as the visual type for the primary-

grades, the auditory for the grades next higher, etc.? Second:

If there is a change what is it; where does it take place

and what is the cause of it? Is the cause inherent in the

course of mental development or is it due to method of instruc-

tion and other external causes. Third: V/hat is the relative

efficiency of these types in retaining particular sense material?

?or example, where the auditory type is the stronger, is the

mind more efficient in retaining auditory experiences than the

motor or the visual? If so, are these advantages or disad-

vantages of sufficient importance to warrant a serious consider-

ation in the study of the learning process? These consider-

ations, together with some minor problems, constitute the sub-

ject matter for investigation.
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-Method-

A method to be adequate for determining the memory type of

children must be simple and yet accurate. It must be simple and

easily comprehended because the experiment is to be made with

inexperienced observers taken in groups, not with persons accus-

tomed to the laboratory and familiar with the use of pejrcholog-

ical terms. The importance of this requisite should not be

over-lookec" as many methods for psychological investigation

produce excellent results when used with trained observers but

are valueless when used with children. The test must also be

accurate, that is, it must be such as will indicate the actual

experiences of the observer. This is especially necessary in

the present experiment. An adult, who has been trained in

analyzing his own experience, may be relied upon for his in-

trospections but the same is not true with children who have

had no training. This was clearly shown in a series of tests

made at the beginning of this study. A series, which involved

certain distractions was given to a hundred school children in

the fourth and fifth grades. Together with the tests was given

a list of questions inquiring concerning the effect of the

distractions upon their power to memorize. Of the ansv/ers

given only a little over fifty percent agreed with the actual

results received from the tests. The children were not accustom-

ed to analyzing their states of consciousness, neither did they

clearly comprehend when asked concerning their experiences.

Their ansv/ers were nearer their idea of what they thought was

wanted than an account of their experiences. The method
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used, with inexperienced observers must be such that the accuracy

of the test will not depend, upon the observer's report of his

mental states but upon the actual results of experimentation.

The test itself must indicate the memory type and not the in-

trospections of the observer.

Among the best known methods for determining memory types

are; the 'questionaire method" first used by Galton; the "word

method"used by Kraepelin; a modification of the "word method"

used by Secor; Binet 1 s method, with the letter squares; and

various forms of the "distraction method" used by Meumann and

others. These are methods devised in most part for the skilled

observer and not for children.

The"questionaire method", now used extensively in some uni-

versities, places much stress on introspection. An observer is

given a set of questions concerning his experiences and is re-

quested, to answer them as accurate as possible. For example,

a list like the following ..iay be given; Imagine a garden of

roses. -Can you get a distinct image of the flowers? Can you

see all their parts? Can you get an image of the odor, feel the

smoothness of the petals, hear the hum of the bees among the

flowers, etc? The observer studies himself to see if he can

detect the presence of those images in his experience, and his

type is judged according to his report of what he discovers.

There are tv:o objections to using this method in the present

experiment. First, as was suggested before, children are not

capable of such accurate introspection. If such a series of

questions were given a group of children and they v/ere thorough-
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ly aroused to do their best in recalling the image, it is pro-

bable that they would report in the affirmative if they thought

such an answer desired. If not, they would be at a loss to

know what to expect, their interest would soon be gone and the

effect of the experiment would be lost. In either case there

would be no way of verifying their results and the conclusion

of the test would still be in question*

The second objection to the"questionaire method", applies to

the device as a method, both for the experienced and the in-

experienced observer. The presence of imagery depends on differ-

ent factors, such as power of stimulus, recency of the experience,

repetition of the observation, etc . In the laboratory these

factors are carefully noted in the conditions for experiment a-

tion. They are nearly as important as the reports of the ob-

server. In the "questionaire method", these factors are ignored.

A set of questions is asked an observer concerning certain ex-

perience, and the one who asks them knows nothing about the time,

place or conditions under which the observer came into possession

of those experiences. Suppose the above list of questions were

given an observer in the winter time. He had not been in a gar-

den of roses for nearly a year where he could smell their oiftor,

feel their petals and hear the bees. He had, however, seen

such a garden every day as he passed the green house on his way

to school. Under these conditions, other tilings being equal,

the observer v/ould. report more favorable to the visual than to

the auditory or olfactory types. The method may or may not be

a fair test for memory type all. depending on the immediate
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environment r a thing whioh the nethod leaver entirely with the

observer for correction. With the youth, where vivid impressions

are such factors in memory, the immediate environment is a great

agent in determining the images that are most easily recalled.

Hence this method is not only beyond the ability of the subjects

to be tested in this experiment, but may be open to criticism

as a ..ethod even if the children could report accurately con-

cerning their experiences.

The "word method", used by Kraepelin is no less difficult

for the present experiment than the questionaire method, nor is

it less free from criticism. According to this method the ob-

server is required to write down a list of objects characteriz-

ed by their color; again a list characterized by their sound, etc,

it being assumed that the visually minded person would succeed

better with the first test, the auditory mended with the second

and so on. It would be nearly impossible to use this method

with children in a place where color is everywhere to be seen.

The objects given ./ould be those of immediate vision. However,

where conditions are such that the observer would be placed

where objects of color could not be seen the method would still

be open to the same criticism as the questionaire method, namely,

the past experiences upon which the observer must draw for his

material in the experiment would not be taken into account.

For instance, had the observer just visited a park or a picture

gallery, he could readily name objects of color. The error is
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that the method assumes a normal environment where color, sound

and motion have an equal part in ones' experience, which may or

may not be true.

A modification of this method was employed by Secor who

presented a list of printed words to the observer, who was to note

the imagery that developed in his mind as he glanced at each of

the words. This is clearly a method for trained observers and

not for sch ol children. The average child could do nothing

with detecting the imagery developed from the sight of a mean-

ingless syllable. In most cases no answers would be given,, and

where introspections were made they would be open to question.

Binet used the letter squares in which, for/example, twelve

letters of the alphabet were arranged as follows:

P X K B

Y Q H A

P T C V

The observer, after looking at the letter squares for ten

seconds, laid it down and attempted to reproduce it from memory,

his type of imagery being determined by his introspection. The

first part of the method, the reproduction of the letter square,

suggests a valuable test for visual memory. Especially is this

true in testing the observers sense of position for the various

letters. A modification of this method was used as a test for

visual memory in the series finally adopted for this experiment*

(See tests Nob. II and III page .J

In connection with this method Binet employed another test

to detect the motor type. To impede the motor imagery arising





from the mouth, ho had the observer hold the tongue between the

teeth both while memorizing the syllables and while writing |hem|

This v/as not intended to eliminate motor impressions entirely,

but to so impede them that the loss would be quite noticeable

if the observer were strongly of the motor type. The loss due

to eliminating the motor element oould readily be seen by com-

paring the results of this test with a previous one in which

the tongue was free. The method has many advantages over other

methods in determining motor memory especially with children.

The distraction method used by Meumann, a mthod in whioh motor

memory is eliminated by having the observer sing or repeat the

letters of the alphabet While memorizing the syllables, is too

difficult for the average child. Pew persons can divide their

attention so as to repeat the letters of the alphabet and memor-

ize syllables at the same time. To obviate this difficulty the

advocates of this method contend that by constant practice, the

repetition of the syllables would become almost automatic thus

eliminating .men of the distraction. This may be true with the

trained observer, but it is too much to be expected from a group

of children. This tost was attempted with a class of fifty,

by having tnem sing the Syllable la, while memorizing ten sylla-

bles. Tne distraction caused by the noise and the division of

attention was so groat that the results could not be relied upon,

Binet's method has tne advantage in that there is no noise and

there is but one thing to attend to.

In planning the series of tests that was finally used for
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this experiment, other methods were discussed. One was the

recognition of angles as a test for visual memory. According to

this plan a series of angles .would be exposed for the observer

to fix in mind. Afterwards, in a promiscuous set of anglesj

he would be expected to recognize the angles seen on the screen

and indicate them by number. The plan assumed that the person-

having the most distinct image would most readily recognize

the angles on the card. A similar plan was to have a series of

letters placed at special angles and then exposed to the observer.

After exposing the screen ten seconds the observer was to put

the proper letters in angles which were arranged on a card, before

hi:.. Prom those two suggestions came test No. 1 in the series

of tests for visual imagery.

Another test suggested for visual memory was to expose some

nonsense characters or foreign symbols^ such as Hebrew letters,

arid have the observer reproduce the same from memory. The type

would, be determined by accuracy of reproduction. The objection

to this plan v/as that the characters being exposed for some

time would probably suggest names, and thus the results would

be those from auditory and verbal memory, as well as from the

visual types. This, however, suggested the nonsense characters,

which combined with the idea of spatial relations formed another

test of the series for visual memory. (See test No. 2 page ^ )

Various other methods for detecting different types of mem-

ory were devised, discussed and modified, which together with

these described, resulted in the series of seven tests for memory

imagery which v/as used in this study.





-Teste-

For convenience, the series of tests were divided into tv/o

groups. The first group was composed of three tests eaoh of

which was intended tc appeal to visual memory. They were com-

posed of characters and spatial relations which eliminated as

far as possible any aid from auditory or motor centers. The

second group contained five tests in which nonsense syllables

were used. These syllables were memorized by visual, auditory

and motor methods. The tests with their description were as

fellows:

Test No. 1. The children were seated at their desks in an

easy position with pencil and paper. On the paper was a ser-

ies of four letters duplicated five times. They were arranged

in promiscuous order in four fines of five letters in a line.

( See figure la). On a screenn 22 x 28 inches there were

two lines intersecting at right angles forming four angles.

(See figure 1 b.)< In these angles were placed the four letters

found duplicated on the papers that were in the hands of the

children. The test v/as to see who could put the proper angles

around the largest number of letters taken in order as they

appeared on the paper in a given period of time. The pro-

per angle was the angle in which the letter was found on the

screen. After careful instruction, the screen was exposed

to view twenty seconds. As soon as the screen was removed,

thirty seconds were given for placing the angles around the

letters.
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The assumption in using this test, was that the strongly

visually minded person would carry the image of the relation*

ship between letter and. angle with him and that consequently

as soon as he' saw a letter he would also see the angle it was

in from the mental picture. This v/ould give him a decided,

advantage, and, other things being equal, his power of visuali-

zation could be estimated from his speed and accuracy in placing

the angles. This test worked fairly mil in the more advanced

grades but was in general too difficult for smaller pupils.

There was a decided advantage in favor of the rapid working

pupil, since speed was largely the standard, of judgment, so that

often a person might be classed, as visual from the results

when his success was due to a larger extent, to his rapic'ity

of movement and not to the advantage gained from carrying the

image with him.

Test No. 2. In the second test, the children were given

pieces of paper on which were four right angles with sides re-

spectively parallel and with convenient distances between them.

(See Fig. 2 a.) This served as a devise used for the correct

placing of characters. On a screen 22 x 28 inches was a similar

figure and in each of these angles and spaces were meaningless

characters. (See Fig. 2 b. ) These characters were used be-

cause they appealed to the eye and at the same time did not

readily appeal to the auditory, motor and verbal memory.

The screen was exposed five seconds after which the pupils
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were to reproduce these characters putting them in their proper

place. In other words, the pupils were to make their paper

look like the screen. The short time or exposition allowed

very few to associate names with the characters, not more than

one in five according to introspections^ that they gave in

answer to questions concerning their naming the characters.

This test on account of its simplicity and ease of grasp, was

of especial value to the children of the. lower grade. It was

a test which appealed to all alike and there was no misunder-

standing as to what was expected. In recording the results,

three different methods of estimating their accuracy were employ-

ed; one on the numbers of characters t tempted, one on the

number of correct characters, and a third on the number correct-

ly placed.

Test No. 3. The third test of "his group was similar to

the second. The pupils were provided with papers ruled like

the first. This time a screen was exposed which had letters

and figures in the spaces instead of nonsense material. These

characters were employed that all might have the use of sense

symbols. These letters and figures were of different forms.

Some letters were capitals, some were small, some were script

and some were printed. The figures were Roman and Arabic and all

characters had a specific place. Ten seconds was given to look

at the screen, after which thirty seconds were given for repro-

duction.

This test, though more complex, was used as a complement

to the second test. In the first test no one was supposed
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to name the characters though there was nothing to prevent

some name being attached to then. In this test , all the

characters had names familiar to all. In this respect larger

advantages were allowed for the introduction of the auditory-

motor and verbal elements than in the former. However, the

principal appeal was to vision. The letters were black, bold

and of different size, while the angles were red as was the case

in the former test. T.ie form and the spatial relation were

the dominating elements considered. There were three grades

given, one grade on the number of characters correct, one grade

on tne number of characters having the exact form in which they

were written and a third grade on position. By a comparison of

the results here obtained with those of the second test, a fair

idea of a person's visual powers might be had.

In the second group of the series, five tests in number,

nonsense syllables were used. The results! of this group were

quite satisfactory. The tests were clear, easily understood

and but slightly different from the regular school work.

The following are the tests of this group given in their re-

spective order but numbered as they occurred, in the series.

Test No. 4. Upon a piece of white cardboard, eight by

twenty inches was placed^ one above the other, a row of six

nonsense syllables. These syllables were composed of three

letters (two consonants and a vowel) and were made of black

gummed letters, one and one-fourth inches high. The children
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were seated at their desks with pencil and paper. Upon a

given signal the screen was exposed and tv/enty seconds was given

to commit the syllables. At the close of twenty seconds the

screen was removed and the children asked to write the syllables.

As this was the first test with nonsense syllables, it was after

a few moments repeated with different syllables, an<3, the average

of the two was taken as the initial test for the group.

Test No. 5. In the fifth tost a screen similar to the

fourth was used but with different syllables. The only differ-

ence was in the manner of memorizing. As soon as the screen was

exposed the children took the blunt end of their pencil and

wrote the syllables on their desk once. After this they were

allowed the remainder of the twenty seconds to memorize the

syllables as they chose. Thus the difference between test No.

4 and test No. 5. consisted in the addition of the motor sense,

involved in writing the syllables. Ey comparing the two tests,

Borne indication of the motor memory for the fore-arm was given,

but not necessarily for other parts of the body.

Test No. 6. After a rest from the first two tests, a third

was given. The conditions were the same as in No. 4 and No. 5,

and the same test was used only with different syllables.

This test was to determine the value of the movements of the

lips, tongue and throat to the memory. In test No. 4, which

was used as the standard, these organs were allowed absolute

freedom in the process of memorizing. In test No. 5 these
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movements were Impeded by catching the tongue between the

teeth and holding it there during the test. Care was taken

that the tongue was well extended and held both while learn-

ing and writing, so that there was little aid from this source.

This method did not completely inhibit motor sensations from the

mouth, but it did so impede them that any one strongly dependent

on these sensations as an aid to memory could be readily detected

The results from this test compared with those of the initial

teat gave evidence of the extent to which the memory was aided

by motor sensations. Kence the amount of the motor type found

in any grade would be in proportion to the decline of the mem-

ory curve caused by the elimination of these sensations.

Test No. 7. The seventh test was intended to appeal to

the auditory type. While it is by no means certain that a

person will employ auditory imagery in remembering syllables

by sound,
(

it being quite possible for him to translate them

directly into motor or visual symbols), it is fair to assume

that the person who is distinctly of visual type will be somewhat

at a disadvantage in remembering material thus presented. For

persons of the motor type, the disadvantage will not be so

great; still the distinctively auditory type should succeed

better than the motor in such a test. The six nonsense

syllables were used as before, but this time were read and not

exposed to vision. These syllables were pronounced and spelled

slowly and distinctly to the pupils and then repeated. This
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tooK twenty seconds, the time of the other tests of this group

of the series. At the close of the second reading the sylla-

bles were reproduced. Here the visual element was at the mini-

mum and the auditory at the maximum. By the use of a series of

tests that appeal to different memory types, it is probable

that where one type is particularly prominent, it will be shown

in 8 comparison of the results of the tests.

An outline of the manner of determining the memory type by

the use of this series may be briefly stated, as follows; In

tests No. I, II and III, visual memory is <? a.paced . In test No.

I the visually minded person has the advantage in placing the

proper angles around the series of letters, and, other things

being equal, the power of visualization is shown by the speed

and accuracy of the production. Test Np.2, with the nonsense

characters, appeal strongly to visual memory and the visual

type is exposed by accuracy both in the reproduction of the

characters and in their spatial relations. in test No. 3.

visualization holds a strong place, yet the auditory and motor

powers may be important factors in determining the results.

The phase of this test that indicates visual memory is accuracy

in character- f^oms and in spatial relations. By a comparison

of the results of these three tests, visual memory can be detect

ed where it exists in any degree of prominence. An estimate

of the effectiveness of muscular impressions from the fore-arm

is made by a comparison of the results from test No. 4. with

those of No. 5. These tests are alike except that in the
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former the muscles of the fore-arm are not used, v/hile in

the latter they are. The difference in the two results indicat-

es the relative effectiveness of motor imagery from the arm.

Test No. 6 it; like test No. 4 except in test No. 6 the motor

impressions from the mouth are eliminated. The effect of motor

imagery is shown by the inverse ratio of the result of these

two tests. Likewise a comparison of the results of tests No.

4

and No. 7 shows the relative value of auditory imagery, but not

in inverse ratio. Thus the classification depends entirely

on a comparison of results of distinct tests that appeal to the

different memory types. The emphasis is placed on the judg-

ment of the one performing the experiment rather than on the

introspections of the observers.

As a series of tests there is no claim for it as having

superior excellence, though it is claimed that a series Is bet-

ter than a single test to determine memory type. It is in it-

self an experiment, but judged from the present trial, it seems

to meet the requirements needed for a general exploration of the

field of memory development for which it was devised. V/ere the

series to be given again, perhaps test No. 1 would be eliminated

and the series would be repeated. Test No. 1 would not be dis-

carded, because of defects of it as a test, but more because

it did not represent tangible results in such a general inves-

tigation. It is worthy of a trial in a more minute test where

greater care can be taken, closer observation of pupils made,

more careful introspections recorded and greater accuracy de-

manded.
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This series of tests outlined above was given in the schools

of Champaign , Illinois, and. in the University of Illinois,

in the spring of 1907. They v:ere all given in the same period

of the day, from 9:00 A. M. to 11:30 A. M. , and under simi-

lar conditions. This period of the day was selected because
Pro due

e

it was considered the best period to the best results. It is

the time when the children are least fatigued, arid most liable

to put forth their best efforts. The tests were giver, to the

pupils in their own rooms in the school building. Tne con-

ditions of the rooms .were much the same. All were neat, well

lighted, and ventilated, well governed and had from thirty to

forty pupils in a room.

In making the investigation, two things were guarded against

I

First, care was taken that no suggestions or helps should be

given unintentionally by the person giving the test; and

second, that the pupils should not bo fatigued. To avoid er-

rors that might arise from these two sources the writer gave

the tests alone without assistance from the teachers. To over-

come the danger of timidity on the part of the pupils, a few

moments were taken in which the experimenter sought to gain their

confidence.

The condition sought was such a one as would insv.ro the

maximum effrtt from all. The room v/as closely watched and. in

case a pupil did not try, or received help, which was rare,

his paper was quietly discarded-. Fatigue did not seem to be

a problem, especially in the lower grades. The tests were alter-

nated, those of vision with those of the syllables, so that they
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were not tiresome.

VARIATION OF THE MEMORY TYPE.

The results represent averages of returns from seven hundred

and fifty persons, one hundred in: each of the grades from the

fourth to the eighth, fifty in each of the grades of the high

school and seventy-five persons in the University. They are

arranged in ways that will best show their significance. How-

ever, many of the most convincing evidences _,either for or

against a certain type are not shown in figures but were noted

by the observer as he conducted the investigation.

The first significant thing noticed in the results is the

apparently early maturity of the visual type. In Fig. No. 4

the results of tests No. 2 and No. 3 were averaged togetiier

since they both refer strongly to visual memory. The results

of the four tests that appeal strongly to the four types of

mind are platted as they were made in the various grades.

Two school grades are averaged together since it shows better

the general trend of the different types. Beginning in the

fourth grades, with an average of 73^ the tests that appeal

almost exclusively to vision continue with little variation

through the University finally ending two percent better than

at the beginning. This maturity of vision is plainly shown

in tests involving accurate visual perception. The low grades

in test No. 2 were visually due to omission of characters there

being few that were of wrong form or wrongly placed. In the

third test where letters and figures and grades were made on
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proper form and placement , the fourth grade made 84^ and 88$

respectively in form and place, while the University stucents

received 91$. v;hiie the latter got 70 of the letters and

figures correct agaii.st 71$ in the former. The evidence of

the keenness of visual imagination is further seen in the third

test. In the higher grades, an attempt was frequently made

to assign names to the meaningless characters, a thing reported

less often in the lower. In the fourth grade thirteen percent

of the pupils reported in their introspection that they had

attempted to name the characters, v/hile in the seventh grade

there were thirty-five out of a hundred. Introspections

were not taken on this test in the University.

Not only is visual memory keen in early years, but it is

also more persistent. This fact is not new. The child's mem-

ory of what he sees is almost proverbial. This was striking-

ly shown in a few tests that were taken as a subsidiary problem

in visual perception. Test. No. 2 was reproduced in a few

of the lower grades a day later without a second exposure of the

screen. In a room of forty pupils in the fourth grade, after an

intervention of one day, only six showed a loss in memory,

v/hile thirteen raised their grade of the clay before and the

entire room raised the average grade from seventy-two to

seventy-nine percent. (This rise in the memory curve after a

short lapse of time seems not uncommon to visual memory, a

thing to be discussed later. ) This type of memory seems as
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efficient in retaining its impressions as in later years.

It will be seen in the consideration of the fading of the

memory image that in the lower grades this tjnpe is quite effic-

ient in retaining visual imagery, showing that the visual type

is well developed in early life. While visual concrete image-

ry is strong in the lower grades, verbal imagery seems in part

to take its place din the more developed mind. The verbal mind

is strong when it can give a name to the characters presented

to it, but where this is difficult as in the nonsense charac-

ters, this type of imagery seems baffled. Hence, the lower

grades grasped and retained the nonsense characters readily

but showed difficulty in retaining the syllables or the char-

acters in the complicated test No. 4. where characters, names

and forms were all involved. The fourth grade made an average

of seventy-six percent in test No. 2., while it made only

seventy percent with the letters and figures in test No. 3., and

only eighty-eight percent of those were of proper form and

eighty-four percent in proper places The individual test

shows this difference ever more plainly than the general aver-

age. Quite frequently was it the case tnat nearly all the

nonsense characters were correct and correct^ placed while a

very poor showing was made with the letters and figures. The

same thing is seen in the syllables. The average is low as

compared with the concrete visual image. The mind in this case

was not helped by association but retained the image of the

object. The reverse is true of the adult mind. The mind holds

by association. In the test with the nonsense syllables the





average made by the university student b was the same as that

made with the nonsense characters sixty-six percent, while in the

fourth grade the average was forty-three percent in the former

against seventy-six percent in the latter. There was also an

increase in accuracy in test No. 3. as compared with No. 2.

There was a falling off in the University in the nonsense char-

acters (test No. 2), while in the test with the letters (test

No. 3) there was a gain of four percent and a gain of five

percent in correct form and place. Again there was a stronger

effort made to name these nonsense characters by the students.

In the fourth grade not more than one sixth made any attempt

at naming them, while in the eighth grade there were a third.

This same tendency of the developed mind to retain only those

things it can associate in its experience was seen in the story.
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feat—the visual element pre^ominat-ee—in

that- grade by eight per cent. Nothing shows this more plain-

ly than a comparison of the grades of a single individual in

different teste. For instance it is no uncommon occurence to

find a grade of fifty or sixty percent in the nonsense char-

acters made by the student of the high school or university

and a hundred percent where the letters are usee". This goes

to show that the mind has become accustomed to hold those

things it can relate and name. These it can retain, but con-

crete images are held with difficulty.
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The auditory type seems to approach maturity later in life,

than does the visual. In this type there is a more gradual

development, beginning- at a comparatively lew stage in the

fourth grade. Fig. 4 shows the auditory type beginning in the

fourth grade with an average of forty-five percent and taking

a gradual but rapid rise through the grades to the high school

,

through which it takes a more even course at about seventy per-

cent and closing in the university at seventy-seven per cent,

the highest grade reached in average results. The rise in the

memory curve of the auditory type is the most constant of the

three types.

These results are not the only ones that show tnat the

auditory power is not as fully developed in the lower grades

as is the visual, but general indications point that way.

Both the story and a test for persistency in auditory memory

similar to the one in Visual show that the retentive power of

the mind for auditory images is weak. This was also noticed

in the expression of the children as they tried to grasp the

syllables read. They seemed to seek for something they could

not grasp. The auditory type seems to reach its first high

level in the ninth grade. Here it remains until it gets an

extra stimulus in the university, where it reaches its

maximum.

That the auditory memory should develop later in life then

the visual should not be wondered at. After the child does

beg in to hear and take notice of things heard, the eyes are used
* sec AppeiTd3zT7/> 1
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many times while the ears are used once . There is a constant

field for the eye hut the auditory impressions are more rare.

Prom the fourth to the seventh or eighth years in school is a

period for auditory awakening. The child listens now and sees'

less. He is constantly with companions. His lessons are

largely oral and his studying is often accompanied, by the

whisper. In the high school there is little change of method

of instruction and of surroundings. The change in the Univer-

sity may be accounted for by the change of method of instruc-

tion. Here the lecture method is largely used and. the visual

powers neglected. Thus there seems a harmony between the actual

change in this type and tehat might be expected from the manner

of development

.

The results from the motor tests were somewhat different

from what might be expected from children in the lower grades,

This is the time when the lips are exceedingly active. In

the tests at this period action v/as strongly manifest. There

were scarcely any children that did not move their lips and

muscular movements of the entire body were not infrequent,

especially when interest was great. Contrary to what was ex-

pected, the results showed little assistance to the memory

from motor activity. This was especially true in test No. 3.

in which the motor activity from the arm was tested. The fourth

and fifth grades alike show a low grade but a comparatively

rapid rise about the sixth. From the sixth to the ninth there

seems little change but from thence there is a gradual rise,

the maximum being reached in the tenth and in the University.





In the individual tests about forty-five percent of the pupils

of the fourth and fifth grades showed" strong motor type, (not

always predominating) seventy percent in the seventh arid eighth

grades and eighty percent in the high school. Hence it secr.s

motor memory is of later development than the visual, and the

motor impressions are not of so much consequence in the lower

grades as may he expected from appearances.

This conclusion is also sustained by the results from test

No. 4., in which motor impressions from the mouth were impeded.

In all the grades below the high school the lips were almost

invariably used in memorizing syllables. So conspicuous and

so common is this practice that it has been urged by educators,

that there is a strong loss of the mental power by inhibiting

lip movement during study. Scarcely were there ever more than

threepor four out of a room that did not move their lips in the

course of a test with syllables, yet the results from test No.

5 showed that both the inhibition of these sensations and the

distraction caused by holding the tongue between the teeth

seldom amounted to more than five or ten percent, and it is

probable that distraction was the cause of most of that.

This does not mean that the interest in motion is not great,

for it will be seen that it is. It means that the actual

assistance the mind received from the motor sensations in the

early period is not great. They are often over-estimated.

Thus it may be seen that the motor impressions are not used,

early as an aid to memory. While the child moves much,
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the movements are not such as to he of value to the memory

process. The child writes comparatively little before the

sixth grade, and the use of the lips as a means of fixing im-

pressions on the mind is probably more or less automatic.

Other motor responses accompanying; the learning process are gen-

eral in character and so many and so diverse that the mind loses

sight of them as a means of assistance. About the sixth grade,

writing becomes of so much importance both on account of the

amount done and of the newness of it, that it readily affects

the memory curve of the motor type. The additional rise in

the high school and in the University is not more than could

be expected from the amount of writing especially in connection

with note taking as is required there.

Thus in the development of the memory process, it seems

that the visual type holds a strong dominance over the other

types until about the seventh or eighth grades. (Meumann E.

,

( Iteber Qkonomie und Technik des Lemons. Die Deutsche Schule,

Vol. 7lJpoints out that children are more predominatingly vis-

ual and less acustic- motor than adults. It has been quite

generally observed that while children depend on concrete imag-

ery, adults think more predominatingly in what is termed " inner-

speech ; in other words in acustic-motor symbols, (verbal imag-

ery. )

At this period the auditory type, Which begins at a lov:

stage in the fourth grade rises to the level of the visual





tjTpe anc is its rival throughout the high school finally end-

ing in the university with a margin. The visual type shows

only a little change in efficiency in retaining concret visual

percepts. The tyj.e changes, however, from the concrete

mechanical type in the lower graces to a rational apperceptive

type in the later years. This change is gradual, the most

rapid change taking place in the sixth and seventh grades which

seems rather a transition stage in child development. This

rational visual t3rpe continues its development through the high

school and the university where it is perhaps the dominant

type. The motor type beginning in the fourth grace on the

equal with the auditory, rises more slowly and gradually.

There is a sudden rise in the effeotiveness of tho motor 'sense
A

from tho arm on t£e mnmnT}' about the sixth grade from which
di it-

time the development is gradual with the other types. The loss

caused by the elimination of the motor impressions from the

mouth was not great. The memory curve from this test is about

five percent below the standard test No. 4., throughout all

grades, showing that this loss is due largely to distraction

caused by the unnatural position of the iaoiith. There seems

a gradual development of the verbal type with advancement of

years without the characteristic rapidity of rise about the

sixth grade as is seen in the auditory and motor types. The

results from this type, however, are suggestive more than con-

clusive.

These results show the way the mind dcvelopes rather than
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the cause for the particular tendencies. Evidences are, however,

that the training; has much to do with the development of par-

ticular types of mind. In the third and fourth grades the types

were more distinctly marked. There were much wider individual

differences in the results of tests. In these lower grades

there is extreme variety in results, which is not so marked

in the higher grades. While vision holes the predominance over

other types, yet it was not an infrequent occurence to find a

person who showed very strong auditory-motor type with poor

visual powers. The mind has been free to develop according

to its natural tendencies. The circumstance that the visual

power is strong at first is due to its being the first type

of imagery to he effectively used and in the earlier years,

it is constantly being developed. In these early stages the

vision seems the natural avenue for gathering information and

this it has the advantage in the outset which is shown in the

early years of school life. From the fourth grade on to the

eighth there is a tendency toward what might be called a balanced

type in which the four types are more on a level. The visual

type decreases slightly in its effectiveness, While there is

a rapid development in the motor and auditory types about the

fifth and sixth grades. The change may have started in the

lower grades, but this study has not sufficient data from those

grades to show whether this be a fact. As has been said above,

this is a time when $here its a decided change in a child's
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development. His attention is Bomowhat taken from visual ob-

jects and centered on reading and writing, the auditory and the

motor side. A similar change, but not so marked, is seen in

the ninth and tenth grades and also in the University but in

a less marked degree.

In the fourth, fifth and sixth grades, especially in the

last two, there seems a strong tendency for the child to attempt

to employ his motor impressions to assist in memory. To do

this he does not depend much on particular muscle sensations,

but all the body seems to be active. When intensely interested

he moFes his arms, twists in his seat, strikes his fist into

the palm of his hand, shifts his feet and goes through a varie-

ty of other movements, but does not use his pencil. Mo doubt

he tries to bring these movements, which he has learned in a

general way, into co-ordination with his visual powers, but

only in the most indefinite way. The muscles of the fingers

are not used, as in the higher grades. These finger movements

are of no great assistance as is shown in test five. It is quite

probable,however , that if all the random movements has a direct

bearing on the material in hand they would be of much value,

but they are too general to be effective to my great extent.

Having traced in general the development of memory

during the school years, we may now turn to the second consider-

ation of the present investigation. It deals with a subject

that has been dealt with before in a general way by those

studying pedagogical problems, namely the fading of the memory
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image. The present problem, however, has as its aim not merely

the fading of the memory image, but also the fading of the

image of the various types of mind, especially as related to

the particular sense material memorized. We may ask the

question, hoes the auditory type of mind tend to retain auditory

material better than material appealing to another type, for

example, the visual type? Does the visual type retain better

visual material, or are there other forces that play a part in

memory so that a distinctive type may not necessarily retain

material of its kind'.''

The eeriee of tests delt for the most part with simple

material largely without meaning. The matter of interest was

eliminated, association was reduced in effectiveness; in brief,

the mind was studied in its reaction to simple stimuli appealing

to individual mental types. The test now to be considered

employed sense material which appealed to interest and involved

associations of considerable significance and complexity.

This test was presented in the form of a story which was con-

structed with the purpose of appealing in its various parts

to the three chief types of imagery! The L'olfo\'ite4r^r&&~the

s-tTxry- usg^^S^W^^^^^^^e^H&ut-Hi^l be yi-y^r*4 ,<»y ,ey^tw iteed )

The story was written to appeal to the interest of pupils of

all graces. The first part of the story was devised to

arouse auditory imagery; the second , motor, and the last,

visual. Motor imagery is also involved in the last few lines.
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The three types of imagery were of about equal importance in

the story, there being fifteen suggestions of images of each

type. The story proved v/ell balanced, and was apparently of

equal interest to all. The test with the story was carried

out under similar conditions to those under which the first

series of tests were conducted. It was in the same rooms

with the same pupils and at the same time of day. The parts of

the story appealing to different types were emphasized with

equal prominence. No comment was made on the story and no

explanation made. The pupils were told the story was to be read

to them and after it was finished they were to reproduce it

telling everything that was in it.

Immediately after the story ^as read the pupils wrote it

out the paper that had been previously been provided them.

The papers v/ere collected, marked and filed. The nexfc day

at the same time, a second reproduction of the story was

taken. There had been no previous warning that this v/as to

take place, nor were there any suggestions given concerning

the story, except that each one was to write out every-thing

he could remember of the story of the day before. These

papers were likewise filed away for grading. Two weeks later,

at the sa...e time of the day, a third reproduction was taken

in the sa e manner, thus giving the results of the memory at

three periods, one immediately after the story was read, one

a day later and the third after an interval of two weeks.





Only a few of the papers, however, were received from the high

school and the University on account of the closing of school.

These papers wore graded and the grades recorded in a

manner similar to that used in the first series of tests.

Each set of papers was graded separately, and , afterwards were

re-arranged so that the papers from each person were together

and the grades recorded. The papers were graded on a scale of

ninety. Each paper had three distinct grades, one on the part

partaining to visual memory, one on the auditory and one on

the motor. The scale of ninety was used for convenience, there
;

being fifteen suggestions appealing to each type and each worth

six percent. In grading the papers nothing but accurate

results was considered satisfactory. In Fig. is a

tabulation of the results of the reproduction of the story made

by the grades below the high school and in Fig. of the

high school and University. These are the results of the

total averages made by the respective grades, giving results

of the memory efficiency immediately after the reading, a day

later &.nc two weeks later.

By a comparison of the results of the tests, as is shown

in Fig. 4 with the results, from the story shown in Fig. 5.,

it will be seen that there is a marked difference in the

action of the mind, on different data. In the first series

of tests there was a strong dominance of the visual type in

the lower grades. This type was' almost as strong in the lov/er





grades as in the upper; it was from twenty to thirty percent

stronger than the other types in the fourth and fifth grades,

and the retentive powers of these images was exceptionally

good. This visual imagery v;as of the perceptive type and not

the apperceptive. The mind, retains the image of the object

presented without the aid of the auditory or other elements.

In the results with the story the reverse is true. The

visual power, or more properly speaking, the visualizing

powers, are weah in the lower grades while the motor is stron;

.

The motor type begins in the fourth grade with twenty per-

cent higher average than the visual and auditory and is not

equalled by any other type till the eighth grade. The visual

and the auditory types are on the same level, till about this

grade, when the former gains a slight dominance over the latter

and continues to be the leading type thereafter. Put there

can be no doubt as to the strength of the motor type in

the early years in retaining motor imagery of the story.

Judged on the same basis with the other types in the fourth

and fifth grades, eighty percent of the persons of the fourth

and fifth grades would be of the motor type and the other twenty

percent would be divided almost equally between the auditory

and visual types. The visual clement of the story which held

the lowest place in the fourth and fifth grades holds the

predominant place over the other two types after the eighth

with a margin of from five to ten percent. This was not true

in the case of the ..first series of tests. In the high school
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•and the University there was a oloee rival among the three

types and only in the twelfth grade was the visual superior.

There was not that unquestioned superiority of the visual type

as is seen in the story.

This difference of these results from the lower grades

may be explained in one of two ways, or by a combination of the

two. First, the prominence of the motor type in the story

is due to interest and the fall of the visual is due to the

lack of ability of the mind to translate the auditory sug-

gestions of visual imagery as read into the real image,

(This agrees in general with the results obtained by Colvin and

Meyers in Ped. Sem. Vol. 13 pp. 84-93. The averages for the

entire eight years of the grades showed, motor imagery to be

but slightly inferior to auditory and. visual. It, however,

reaches its height just before the high school age and then

rapidly falls off. ) It was noted in the first series of tests

t; : at the dominant type, the visual, retained its image long find

even a day later was the visual image more accurate than a

few moments after the removal of the screen. The motor

image fades rapidly. There is a decrease in the memory curve

of from six to ten percent in the grades below the eighth, the

first day and a similar decrease below the seventh grade during

the following period of two weeks. This is not found true in

auditory element nor is it true in the motor in the high school

and the University. There the difference is less marked, there
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being, a variation of but a few percent.

The dominance of the visual type in the reproduction

of the story in due perhaps to a different type of visual

Imagery in the adult mind. The type found strongly preva-

lent in the lower grades was perceptual while that in later

grades is of the apperceptive type. The adult mind readily

translates the auditory-suggested image into a real visual

image and by the aid of association it firmly fixes the image

in the mind. That association is strong in the higher grades

is seen in the strong tendency tov/ard naming the nonsense

characters in test three. There was also a stronger tendency

to associate the nonsense syllables with words of meaning in

the higher grades, as was shown by introspection. Such sylla-

bles as "fab" and "gox" were related with fad and box. The

mind at this stage seems to seek for things of ..leaning, while

in the lower grade the concrete images were retained. The

different type of imagery is perhaps, due to the different

type of mind. The adult mind is a mind of associations.

It sees partially and by the process of association the re-

mainder of the meaning is read into the object perceived. It

images and associates images. It is constructive more than

receptive. The latter power may have been lost to some extent

fro., lack of use. Hence, in the high school and University,

When the visual imagery suggested elements that could be

readily fitted into past experience, the mind, visualized them

and held them with greater ease than it did the other types,





a thing that the lower grades could not do. On the other hand,

When the concrete visual image with fewer possibilities of

association was presented , the developed, mind, was at a loss

in grasping it while the imature mind, held it easily. Thus

the mind seems to have different habits in retaining impres-

sions in youth and in maturity.

The primary purpose in the use of the story was to de-

termine the attitude of a particular type of mind toward

other types of imagery. If in a certain period of life a cer-

tain memory type dominates, is it true that the mind will re-

tain imagery peculiar to that type more readily and more per-

sistently than imagery of another type and if so, become ac-

customed to perceiving and associating.

In Pig. I-IX is tabulated the results of the reaction

of the three different types of mind to the different elements

of the story, and also the results taken a day later and those

two weeks later. By the series of tests, the pupils of each

grace were classified according to their predominant memory

type into the three/groups, the auditory, the motor, and

the visual type. Since they separated each grade into three

groups and. these of unequal size varying as one grade was

strongly of one type or the other, some groups were small.

For this reason the successive graces above the fourth were

combined into groups of two grades each so that each marking

represents the average of the results of two school grades,

as fifth and sixth, seventh and eighth indicated by the small
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figures at the top of each figure. In the upper left hand

corner is the type and also the time at which the results were

taken, while on the three curnes is found the name of the type

tabulated. The results taken two weeks after the story was

read were not so satisfactory as those taKen the first and

second day because it was so near the close of school when

they were taken. In some of the grades and the high school

especially, some of the pupils were taking examinations

,

when the results v/ere taken. This will explain some of the

• variations in those later results.

By a 1 comparison of these results there will be seen

a relation between the memory type as was determined by the

test and the memory material retained in the story, yet per-

haps not as strong as would be expected. The persistency

of the different types for their respective imagery is more

marked. There is a dominance of the motor element of the

story reproduced by ail tne types in the lower grades. This

is due, no doubt, to the strong interest of the lower grades

of the motor element pf the story, and not to its peculiar

adaptibility to the memory type. The visual type shows a

strong perferencef for the visual imagery of the story, so

much that in the fifth and sixth grades, the record exceeds

that of the motor type a thing far from being true in the

auditor}' and motor types. The auditory and motor types

show a striking resemblance in the grades and in the Universit!'.

(It is doubtless true that there is a much closer relation

between the auditory and motor types than between the visual
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and the* auditory, or the visual and the motor.) There were so

few of the purely not or type in the high school that the results

were more nearly individual tests than average grades.

The fidelity of the Memory image appears greatest in

the different types for their respective type of imagery in

the story, the most marked, however, is the visual. In the

reproduction of the story , the second day there is an increase

in the average of the visual type in the grades, from the

seventh to the twelfth, but this is not true of the other two

types. The same thing can be seen in the action of the

auditory type toward auditory imagery and the same with the

motor type. The last two types are somewhat less narked, yet

the same thing is true, generally, of them. The same result

is seen in all the types in their reproductions two weeks

later though in this instance, the motor element seems more

strongly dominant with the auditory and motor type than the

visual. The motor element, in the longer time seems to have a

greater persistency than the audi tori'' or the visual. The re-

sults from this part of the investigation seem more or less

fragmentary since the breaking up of grades into types often

leaves the number of persons in one type of a grade small

While in another type of the same grade, they are very large.

The results as indicated seem to warrant the assumption of a

relation somewhat close between the actual mental type and the

retention of the material. As all persons do not act along
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the line of least resistance so the mind seems to act at tiraes

against its natural inclinations. It is highly probable

that the natter of interest is of as much force in determining

memory efficiency as the natural inclination of the mind.

This clearly seen in a comparison of the results of the series

and the results from the story. The former, where interest was

of minor importance, showed a strong prevalence of the visual

type in the lower grades. In the reproduction of the story,

Why interest was a factor, the motor was strongly dominant.

Even among the visual type the motor element of the story was

quite prominent.

The general results of the investigation may be stated

as follows: First there is a great difference between a test

for imagery and a test for interest. it was cioarly manifest

in the returns from the series of tests and from introspections

and observations that in the lower grades the visual type was

strongly dominant. No less cioarly did the returns from the

reproduction of the story show a strong dominance of the motor.

In the latter case the element of interest was present.

The children of the lower grades were interested in movement

while their type was really visual. The power of the two

elements, that of interest and that of natural aptitude of

the mind, seem about equally balanced in the lower grade.

Second: There is a change in the memory type. Begin-

ning with the lower grades the type of imagery is strongly visual
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This type is perceptual visual. It tends to retain the cor-

rect image as it is presented through the visual organs.

At the sane period the auditory type is much less noticeable,

while the motor type, though the child seems full of movements,

is not conspicuous as an agent of memory. There is a transi-

tion period about the fifth, sixth and seventh grades in which

there is apparently a rapid shift of type. In this period

the visual type changes little but there is quite a rapid rise

in the auditory type and a much more noticeable one in the motor.

The child seems to have so organized himself that his motor

tendencies have become forces for memory. In the high

school there is an even and gradual development of all the

types, the visual having changed from the perceiving type to

the apperceiving type. The University students shew a com-

paratively even type with but little preference given to the

visual. Tiie auditory and the motor type (i. e. the arm-motor,

the motor impressions from the vocal organs being mostly elim-

inated) have made a slight gain on the visual beyond the eighth

grade and especially beyond the high school years until they

rank nearly equal in efficiency/ with vision. There is also

noticed a gradual development of the verbal type from slight

beginnings in the early grades to a strong element in the

University. While this type was not so thoroughly worked out

by a comparison of the tests, its development could clearly

be seen.
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Third: A mind will tend to select and retain imagery

best that appeals to the dominating memory type, other things

being equal. The memory type seems almost as st?.?ong a force

in determining mem ory as interest. Not only does the mind

remember imagery the best that agrees with the memory type

but it also retains it the longest. This was seen to be true

in all the types to a greater or less extent and v/ould perhaps

be more noticeable were the matter traced more accurately/.

Fourth; The memory types seem capable of being develop-

ed by the environment. (Meumann,3., Meber Okonomie und Technik

des Lernens. Die Deutsche Schule,1903, Vol. 7, advocates

specific memory training in the schools, as he believes that

memory types may be cultivated to a marked degree by methods

of instruction. ) The dominance of tha visual type in the lov/er

grades may be accounted for by the fact that the eye is the

organ of sense chiefly employed in childhood. There is a rapid

development in the auditory and motor types from the fourth

to the seventh grades, whioh is probably due to the new environ-

ment of t-:e child and his training. The development of

auditory imagery and the arm-motor imagery not unlikely is due

to the chanced nature of the .school v/ork. There is a seem-

ing break about the time of entering high school and also the

same upon the entry of coligge and the change is what may be

expected from the different mode of instruction. Aee Colvin &

ileyer, Ped. Sem. Vol. 13 Netschajeff ( Experiment elle l&Uersuch-
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ungei^uber die Godacirftnis^n tv^ckelung bei Sohulkinderii, Zetts

f. Pay. u. Physiol, d. Sinnesorjane ,1900 , Vol. 24 pp , 321-351)

likewise found that there is an arrest in memory capacity at

puberty.) At the beginning of the high school year the

auditory and motor types were a little below the visual type

which relation was kept throughout the four years in high school.

tn the University there was an additional rise in the auditory

types and the verbal type was much more noticeable than in the

grades. Observations incidental to the investigation strength-

ened the view that the change in mental imagery is largely

a matter of school environment. Rooms of the same grade seemed

to differ in type. As far as could be observed the difference

in type was due largely to difference in instruction* Espec-

ially was tiiis true where much of the work was oral.

There are two or three things that were watched with

interest in the progress of the investigation, but were hardly

in the reach of the present problem. They appeared in con-

nection with experiment but were as by-products of the research.

They have bojii mentioned incidentally before. There was noticed

in about the fourth and fifth grades a decided tendency to action.

Especially was it true when the meaningless characters were

presented. The body would twist, movements were made in the air

with the hand and various contortions were gone through as if

the pupil were trying to adjust the body to the thing presented.

It seems a period of excess muscular adjustment in which the mus-

cular element is becoming utilized in the memory process.





Yet the motor impressions do not seem of much value to the

memory. While the mouth was used almost invariably in memor-

izing of the syllables, it seemed rather an automatic action

and its inhibition detracted but little from the efficiency

of the memory, and this was doubtless due more to distraction

from holding the tongue than from the loss of the motor

impression.

A thing of most interest was the rise of the memory

curve after a short lapse of time. It was first noticed

in the reproduction of the meaningless characters in test two,

When on the following day without seeing the screen the pupils

reproduced the characters with greater accuracy. by five percent

than were able to immediately after the test v/as given. The

sa te thing was seen throughout the story. The second day

the results are almost as good as the first in the strong

types. This was most marked in the visual T,ype, which was

largely the predominating one. The same v/as seen in the

other types where they were dominant. Just where this period

of maximum efficiency is, has not been determined. (Miller,

G. E. , and Pilzecker, A., 2Ur Lehre vom Gedachtnis , Zeits, f.

T
Vsy , u. Physiol, d. sinnesofrane , 1900, Erganzungsband, Vol. l)

emphasize the fact that immediate reproduction is not as

perfect as reproduction some minutes later. They explain

this in terms of the so called "Perseverationatendenz " . ( Bee

also Burnham, f. H. , Ret7bact|bb Amnesia, Am. Jovir. of Psy.

Vol. 14,1903.) In the strong type, the dominant one, it
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seems within a day but with the weaker types the period is less.
)

In general the auditory type shows a decided decrease the first

day, while the visual is the reverse.

These conclusions are not conclusive, yet evidences are

strong that it seems 3)robable that most of them Will stand

the tost of investigation upon each particular conclusion.

The fi^Jdd was too broad for minute details, yet the method was

thorough enough to locate some field for further investigation.

It is claimed that the investigation has been clone in a scien-

tific manner and it has used means for carrying it on that all

worthy of consideration of scientific men. The field laid open

shows many problems for research and the conclusions reached

c>eserve more consideration than the name of mere theories.
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Append!*

.

1. These results seem to be not entirely in accord with Lay.

(Fuhrer tturch den Rc chtschr^burterricht . Wiesbaden, 1899), who

concludes that motor processes are very valuable in memory. He

considers vocalizing and writing of the utmost importance, in

celling he urges that the pupil voca2 iee and copy the word he is

learning. This opinion is also held by Itscher. (Lay's Rechtschrefce

Reform, Jahrbuch d. Verein fur Wis. Pad. 32, 1900}. Miss smith, T.L.

On Muscular Memory. Am. J. of Psy. 1896, Vol. VII, 45?-490, likewise

concludes that vocalizing is a great aid to memory.

2. Cn the other hand Hawkins, C.J. ( Experiments on Memory Types.

Psych. Rev., 1897, Vol. IV, 289-294) who presented visual and

auditory words successively at the same rate to his subject, con-

cluded that auditory impressions are better for children; visual

for adults. Pohlmann, A. ( Experimer telle Beitrage zur Lehre vom
it

Gedachtnis. Berlin, 1906.) agrees with Hawkins that auditory

presentation is more satisfactory for children when familiar words

are used, but visual are more satisfactory when material is un-

familiar.





Story.

The other night Walter Brown had a thrilling adven-

ture. He had gone to "bed and was about asleep when a fire

whistle blew loud and shrill. Instantly the horses and hose-

cart came dashing by the pavement followed by a crowd of laugh-

ing boys. Again all was quiet and all he could hear was the

tramp of a policeman on his beat and the sound of his club as

he struck an iron lamp post on the corner. Again he was about

asleep when he was aroused by the motorman's bell and the loud

deep tones of the town clock as it struck twelve. Again all

was quiet. He heard foot steps on the front porch, a low

whistle, a scraping noise, and the sound of falling glass.

Mr. Brown raised in his bed and bent forward to listen. Si-

lently he put one foot out of bed, held it there a moment, then

softly stepped on the floor and holding his breath, strode

cautiously down the stairs. V/hen he reached the landing he

turned on the switch. Immediately the room was filled with

light. In the middle of the room stood a burglar with a red

beard, a black mask over his face, dark trousers spotted with

mud . and a green bag in his hand. In the other hand he held a

revolver, which glistened in the light. On the table was a

pile of silver spoons just ready to be taken. Mr. Brown sprang

toward the burglar, seized him, and a hand to hand fight en-

sued, lie held the burglar tight around the waist, called for

help and tried to keep from falling. The burglar pushed to-

ward the door when the door instantly opened and in cane two

policemen who took the burglar , and Mr. Brown escaped without

harm. This ended Mr. Brown's adventure.
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